
The help of Glitz up 2 in 1 vacuum applicator brings back the joy of setting hot fix rhinestones! This tool
combines two processes in one. No more hassle, setting rhinestones with a tweezers separately on the
fabric to glue it afterwards with an applicator. Now this tool hoovers the hot fix stones, same as you would do it with a 
tweezers and heats them up to fix it on the fabric. The advantage in comparison to any other method is:
You don’t need further tools anymore! This reliable patented technique is easy to handle. With the right 
use of this tool you will enjoy quality and its long lasting capability. Depending on your wish, you can 
regulate the vacuum pump and the heater separately. With the features of 3 different sizes of tweezers 
tips in this package you are be able to use all hot fix stones in a diameter size of above 1,5 mm.

Instruction:

1. Switch on the power supply by turning on the heat regulator; please start the warming up phase on its lowest level 
for about 5 minutes.

2. Switch on the vacuum pump. By closing a finger over the air hole, the hot fix rhinestones will be lifted up on the 
tweezers tip. Be aware that the shiny surface of the rhinestone must be sucked, whilst the gluing side is on the 

 bottom between the fabric and the vacuum applicator.
3. Place the stone on the area you like. Open the air hole by lifting your finger, whilst pressing gently, you will glue the 

stone on the fabric. Please push steady in an upright position to achieve a good result.

No more hassle setting rhinestones on the fabric.
Use the patented Glitz up vacuum applicator, the 2 in
1 tool, which makes craft easier to produce!
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Features:
• Glitz up vacuum applicator
• 3 sizes of tweezers tip with an
  absorbing range of 1 mm, 2 mm and 3mm  
  rhinestones
• tool cask
• 12 sorts of rhinestones ( in total 1000
  pieces )
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Making craft with rhinestones haven’t been easier before,

Drew the right Teÿon tweezers top on
the applicator. Please read the 
instruction on the back side!

Place and press the rhinestone gently
on the area you wish. Keep up in this
position for seconds until the glue has
been melted on the fabric.

To lift up the rhinestone, you simply
press a þnger on the hole of the appli-
cators handle, to produce the necessary
vacuum.

During the þnal gluing process you lift
up your þnger again, to stop vacuum
function. You may now go on with
setting the next rhinestone.

Switch on the apparatus by turning the
regulators wheel. To warm up the 
apparatus, please leave the regulator 
for approx. 2-3 minutes on its lowest 
level.

To start function of the vacuum pump

for lifting up the rhinestones, you 
simply switch on the button.

Get it all in one go!2 in 1


